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1. Introduction
This constitutes the semi-annual progress report for the period
7/31/82-1/31/83 on the research being performed by the School of Aeronau-
tics and Astronautics, Purdue University, for NASA's Langley Research
Center under grant number NAG-1-254. The subject area of the research
includes flexible aircraft dynamics, handling qualities of flexible air-
craft, and active control for good handling characteristics for such
vehicles.
2. Technical Progress
During this first year of grant activity, a modal analysis technique
has been developed for evaluating the effects of elastic modes on aircraft
dynamic response, and the handling qualities implication of these effects.
This technique will be discussed, along with results of application of the
technique in a technical paper entitled
A Modal Analysis of Flexible Aircraft Dynamics With
Han ling Qualities Implications.
This paper will be presented at the 1983 AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics
Conference, to be held in Gatlinburg, Tenn. in August. The extended
abstract for this paper is included as Appendix A of this status report.
As discussed in the paper's abstract, the analytical technique for
the analysis of flexible flight vehicle dynamics includes the analysis
of the vehicle's dynamic modes, and specifically includes the dynamic
model of the atmospheric disturbance and pilot lags in the analysis.
Fundamental results obtained in such an analysis are not only the eigen-
values and eigenvectors for the system modes, but also the degree of
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controllability (d'isturbability, , observability, and impulse res;;Onse
residues for each system mode. By obtaining these important measures of
response to meaningful system inputs, such as those from the pilot and
turbulence, the significance of the participation of each mode may be
^3sessed. The analytical methodology is briefly summarized in Table I
included here.
As of the date of this report, the longitudinal dynamics of a family
of eight vehicle math models have been evaluated, and the lateral direc-
tional dynamics are under investigation presently. These eight configu-
rations were evaluated by Yen in a fixed-base laboratory simulation study.
The geometry of all of these configurations is similar to the B-1 air-
craft, but the structural stiffness of each configuration is varied para-
metrically in such a way that the elastic mode shapes remain unchanged,
but the in-vacuo frequencies are reduced. These eight configurations
teen are identified in terms of their eigenvalues in Table II. Shown in
Figs. 1 and 2 are the attitude tracking results and subjective ratings
obtained in Yen's simulations.
Note, for example, that in terms of eigenvalues alone, it is not
at all clear why the results for configuration 3 were so much worse than
for configuration 4. Both had unstable phugoid roots, and one rather low-
frequenc y aeroelastic mode. In the case of configuration 3, this low-
frequency mode included a large amount of fuselage bending, while for
configuration 4, the eigenvectors indicated that the low-frequency mode
included a good deal of wing bending. This fact partially explains why
attitude tracking would be more difficult for configuration 3.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF MATH METHOD
Have models
vehicle	 AV = Axv + Bxp + Dxg
gust	 Xg = Agxg + Ggwg
^^--white noise
pilot	 icp = Apxp + Gpwp
lags
[xrigid_j
- where xv=xelasti 	
vehicle states
x 
	
pilot states
x 
	
gust states
Form
x 
	
A 
	
0
k g = 0	 A 
xv	 B	 D
0 0xp Gp
0 x  + 0
w 
	 + G  
w 
Av xv 0 0
and outputs (responses)
y = Cxv + Ex  + Fxg
[E F C ]	 xp
x 
x 
Y	 I	
Table I (cont'd)
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so collecting we have
x A*x + G*w + G*wp p	 g g
y = C*x
ORi ^n4^ PAGEI5QUA^»l^Y
PF.
Now Define
T = modal matrix (matrix of eigenvectors) of A*
Then in Terms of Vehicle Modal States
G = 
T-l A*Tq + T-iGpwp + T-1Ggw9
y = C*Tq
With
B = TG*	 controllability matrix
D = T-1 Gg*	 disturbability matrix
C = C*T
	 observability matrix
A = T-1 A*T	 (diagonal)
or
q=Aq+Bwp+Dwg
y = Cq
so, after Laplace Transforming -
y = 6[SI-A]- 1B 
W  
+ C[sI-A]-1 Dwg
[sI-A]
-1
 =
	 s-^l	
0
.	 1
0	 • s -Xn
Table I (cont'd)
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cl
C2
i	 B
C ^	 g = [bl b2 ... bm]	 p = [d]
cn
Note for each output y j and each input u  we would have
y-(s) _ 
n 
i
Ri
u s	 s X	
R  = Residue for Xi
k
So the Residues Are For Each y i and w  or w9 are
J
Rij 
=. 
[C il bji ° ci2bj2= ... c inbin ]
 = <cibj>
and
Rig = <cid>
where w p,
J 
and wg are taken as impulses.
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The remaining piece of information about these configurations relates
to the magnitude of the participation of the modes in the attitude response
of the vehicle. This is measured by the relative magnitudes of the resi-
dues of the modes.
Now four vehicle responses known to be significant in longitudinal
dynamics are flight path angle y, vertical acceleration at the cockpit nZ,
rigid-body pitch attitude Q, and pitch rate Q, In addition, the local
indicated pitch attitude and pitch rate (0 1 161 ) are also important for flexible
vehicles. Local indicated attitude differs from rigid attitude in that
the former includes the local elastic slope of the structure relative to
the rigid-4)eAy axis. This local attitude angle is referred to as "indica-
ted" since this is the quantity measured by a sensor placed at the
fuselage station in queacc001.
Shown in Figs. 3-6 are the residues f'vr the two rigid-body modes 	 R
(Phugoid and short-period) and as well as four aeroelastic vehicle modes
(E1-E4) for four of Yen's eight configurations. Two of these modes (E1
and E3) are the two modes included in the configurations simulated by
Yen (who did not include the two less important modes E2 and Ea in his
math model). All these modes are identified from their eigenvectors.
Now the problem with configuration 3 is clear. Unlike the other three
configurations, the rigid-body attitude response, 0, is dominated by
elastic mode E1 rather than by the rigid-body short-period mode! This is
evident from the relative magnitudes of the modal residues in the theta
responses. Note here that the input is an impulse passed through the
pilot's lag model, or the actual input if the pilot attempted to input
an impulse. From this result, it is clear that any attempts by the pilot
to track a commanded attitude would be amost impossible. Also, character-
izing the configuration handling qualities in terms of the rigid-body
eigenvalues is meaningless. 	 "
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Included 
as 
Appendix R are the residues for all eight configurations
for all six responses to pilot-filtered impulses. Also giver. 
in 
Appendix
B are the residues for tile same vehicle responses to atmospheric turbulence
i nput. This input consists of 
an 
impulse passed through a Dryden gust model,
and thereby urovides indications of modal contributions to the vehicle's gust
response. Upon comparing the "gust response residues" to the "pilot response
residues" we note for example that the situation m(parding o residues oil con-
figuration 3 and 4 4 very different. 
In 
the case of "gust response" tile
attitude o response is dominated by mode E3 for configuration 4, while that
was not the case for they 	respollse ll for this con fi gura tion. 'ibi s
Would indicate thAt A 
task 
'111VOlVing Attitude response 
in 
turbulence would
be vory difficult for configuration 4, while this configuration was much
bettev, than configuration 3 
in 
attitude tracking, which doesn't involve
vehiclo gust response. Finally note the large participation of the elastic
modes 
in 
tile acceleration response (nd Of All COnfigU ►"CItiOnS 
for 
both types
of inputs. -
With regard to the lateral-directional dynamics, two pilot inputs,
aileron and rudder, ,are involved of course, and tile significant vehicle
response varit!bles must be selected before residues may be found. Impor-
tant, 0*1-1-mft responses in this axis include sideslip (a) and batik (^)
angles, roll (p) and yaw (r) rates, and lateral acceleration at tile cock-
pi t 11 
y	
In addition to these, experimental evidence points to tile fact
that the rate of Onset of acceleration may be more important than the mag-
nitLida of lateral accaleratioti 
in 
ride and flying qualities. Therefore,
all additional response is included in the analysis, and it is defined as
"lateral Jerk," or dny/dt. Finally, both the rigid-body portion of these
response variables as well as the total, or indicated responses, which
ORIGINAL PAGE Is 	 15
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include rigid plus elastic contributions are included in the response
variables considered. The "total" responses are again referred to as
indicated since these variables would be measured by the appropriate
sensor, and include total (rigid plus elastic) response. Consequently,
the vector of responses considered in the lateral directional analysis
is taken as
T
YL.D. '	 rig ► Prig` r'rig' nY r, ig ' nY rig ' `I'T' pI' rT' nYl' nYl^
The vector of control inputs is uT . psA' 6p  	 And finally, pilot lags
on rudder and aileron are included in the dynami. .iodel, along with a
Dryden gust model appropriate for this axis.
For the baseline g-1 type vehicle, the eigenvalues are listed below,
while the residues for pilot and gust responses are shown in Figs. 7-9.
Figs. 7 and 8 include the response residues for an impulse input through
the pilot (lag) aileron and rudder, respectively. Fig. 9 includes the
gust response residues. The significance of the elastic modes in many of
these aircraft responslas is quite evident, even for the baseline configu-
ration.
Attention is now turning to the parametric variation of in-vacuo
frequencies for the lateral -directional model, and thereby generate a
family of "more flexible" configurations, as in the longitudinal case.
Analysis will proceed then on these Configurations, along with planning
a fixed-base simulation.
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RESIDUE MAGNITUDES
( DUE TO PILOT  INPUTS)
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Table III
Lateral-Directional Eigenvalues (Baloeline)
Spiral, - .050
Roll , -2.191
Dutch roll, 0.159±2.002j
E1 astic 1, -,1.959 t 16.389j
Ela.itic 2, -0.570 * 15.599j
Elastic 3, -0.286 20.288j
Elastic 4, -3.753 23.849j
3. Personnel and Plans
Three graduate students are currently supported on t h is grant project.
They are Mr. Marty Wasak, an M.S. student currently responsible for the
dynamic analysis of the longitudinal axis. Mr. Wasak will also perform
a Neal-Smith analysis of these configurations via an optimal control pilot
model, as developed in research projects here at Purdue. This work will
constitute Mr. Wasak's M.S. thesis to be completed in Aug. 1983. He has
just indicated that he plans to remain after August to pursue doctoral
studies, and will therefore continue to be supported by this grant.
t	 Mr. Frank Leban is the second M.S. student supported by the grant,
and is currently completing the computer software for the lateral-directional
23
dynamic analysis. This software should be completed by May, 1983 0
 and
results from this analysis will thereby be available for the next status
report.
The third student recently starting on the project is Mr. John
Davidson, also an M.S. student. Mr. Davidson began investigating a modal
control technique considered applicable to structural mode control. This
control synthesis method is based on a method described by Moore, and
extended by Cunningham of Honneywell. As yet, it had not been applied
to flexible vehicle control, but it appears to be a prime candidate for
shaping the response of such vehicles. In application of this method,
optimum handling characteristics, will be the goal.
A fourth student, Mr. William Smith, will also contribute to this
research project, though as an Air Force officer he will not be financially
supported by the grant. Mr. Smith's responsibilities are expected to
focus on the fixed-base simulation of the lateral-directional dynamics of
a family of flexible vehicle configurations analogous to the eight confi-
gurations on which the longitudinal analysis has been performed. It is
hoped that these simulations will begin this summer. Roll tracking will
be the task investigated, and it is to be noted that the Purdue's simula-
tions will all be fixed base.
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Extended Abstract
of
A Modal Analysis of Flexible Aircraft
Q namics With Handling Qualities Implications
by
David K. Schmidt
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Purdue University
W. Lafayette, IN 47907
to be presented at the
1983 AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mech. Conf.
Gatlinburg, Tenn.
Aug., 1983
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This research was supported by the NASA Langley Research Center under
grant NAG-1-254. Mr. Wm. Grantham, technical monitor.
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L,jnamics with tiandling Qualities Impligationg
by
David K. Sctimidt
School of Aeronautics -and Astronautics
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907
Extended Abstract
inter rot vuls Li —0n
The "flying qualities" or "handling qualities" or a
fl ight  vehic le refer to the ease or diff icul ty with which
the pilot is -able to control the vehicle in performing the
various MISSIons for ►v,Vvich ttie system was designed . In
this definition we :Fee three important factors. 	 They
i TIC 1 Ude-
The manual controllability of a at4nai -p ic system
The	 LISe	 of	 ec t i ve	 measures
<"ease. . difficultior_-Sll)
The ITIUltipliCitU Of MiS-Sions and tasks.
Inherent in the first two is the all important fact
that a human is involved, hence psychological and physio-
lo,:aical faCt•rS strongly come into plaW. Through extensive
training of pilots, the attempt is made to minimize the
deviation among thes-e variables and to minimize inherent
human limitations.	 However, biases of opinion, likes,
dislikes, and so forth, are still present.	 This fact,
coupled with the u:-,e of subjective measures make- the
•	 ORIGINAL PAGE 13
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evaluation of flying qualities, not to mcnt ion the des tan
problem, quite challenging. However, with a careful and
systematic approach, both can be accomplished.
Historically, the subjective opinions from highly
trained test pilots on the performance and workload
involved in performing the missions were correlated with
the damping and f requeacy of the vehicle's rigid body
modes. These parameters Wamping and freq uen_y> were then
used to infer the handling qualities of future vehicles,
or for hand 1 i ng qualities     spec i f i at ions.  C 1]
This approach was very successful over the years,  but
in a very real way caused  many of the problems <pr i rtaar i 1 y
r_ one ept ►_►•a 17 experienced recently with modern, more complex
vehicles.	 This damping and f requenc cy became c V n_onymclt- s
with the vehicle's handling qualities. That is, they
became thowght of an the handling goal ities rather than
two parameters that affect the handling qualities!
Here is the key point - the handling qualities of a
vet 1e are not determined by the d.ampin _9 and frequency in
a tT•ansfer function, but by the dynamic behavior, the time
r?spnns_, of the vehicle system. This simple fact
explains why the classic approach was successful for
rigid, unaugmented aircraft, while high-order ' dynamic
effects (.aer•oel•ast is or control system dynamics) have been
found to so significantly
 affect the pilot opinion as to
.	 y
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render the approach useless,
The purpose of the work to be presented  i n this pap(; r
is to address the question, "Gan dynamic a<„eroelast is
effects significantly afr ct aircraft handling qualities,
and if so, how?" By an^-3wering this question we are then
able to consider the enhancement of the handling qual i--
t iex, if required, through act i vre control or struc tural
design.
To illi„1ve toward ansa ►ering this quty5t ion, we will dis-
cL►Ss an analytical ar;-proach for ovaluating a subject
^r.l^icle's dynamics, and apply the me^O7od to a spectrum of
gon`ric vel-,)isles for which eXporimontal data has br-en
cnbt a i ned . The c omp l + t e !T ► ^ l l7^wd^^ 1 o va ►a i na l ►,..►dens 11ot onl y open
l o-op an.a l yxes of the aircraft dynami c a, but a 1 o an
analyt ical 	analysis to be pre:.»enteed.
In the transfer  func,tion for the shorf -period approx-
i ►tlation for longitudinal aircraft dynamics, the numerator
dopends on the same dimensional stability derivatives as
t1)ose in the characteristic equat ion C.R3 do the transfer
fonat ion does not involve four independe=nt parameters <two
poles, a zero, and gain? but rather more like three.
Therefore, once the st icFt gain is fixed, and short period
damping and f requt n  y are specified, vary little
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variability romains, As as r*xult, not* that th* short
poriod tim^ rttxponso ix ess*ntiall,4 xp*cified zs well
^ , .-,xsuminq th* I inoar modol to b* valid>,	 Tho point i s
that in thix cane, xpecifWinq the rigid body MA4-*l charac-
teristics n-,.%arlW complote1 -p	 PF),t ^ tA► t M as
CloarlWo for SWStem-z Por which a simple, rigid-bcidW
transfor function is a poor model, the paramoters In that
trainsfor function cannot ;Di, ar-bntee good or bad handli%:)
q(.ta I I t J ts, for they cannot alone dt;,.tizriyiine the z^jzte ►nls
ti mat	 This is; our- fir-;-Mt Iiiiportant po'Tit --p"!j^=wr	 &
ot orI .- -- -1 Am a	 :Pr-t3	 t—btu
F-Aq!)4-fj^,a))t :]M Pff-^C-t V1.1t	 tl(m	 Note
that this is an op narational definition for a systems dom-
i ,nant	 but is mora- L.)oi)c-ral.
Let wx now turn to how paramotors in a dWrorsmical
mk-*'^ del arfect time re-Kpontze. Agains assQming a linear
mckdol to be %,.*alid nor valid onc.)wph to !lain  in-Miqht>, the
impulze rosp^onse ►naV bo round from the partial fraction
oxpan-sion of the tramzfer function. Takin g 
 
 the important
pitch attiti-ido reiiporsse,, for example,
>	 E
I
where
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n corder of the swstem
R i 	i t h residue Xi
X i	 ith system pole or ei!Denvalue
Tfien the time responze is
-X. t
9<t>	 E" R i ei=1
Now for a classical rigid vehicle a good mcodel was
obtained with n simply ::-qljal to toilo <2).. or a short period
approximation, Now n maw have to be larger than two for a
Qood mode l .
Hore rathor than the time respconse exprrzzzed in tc-rms
of 0- igconvalues., it will con ,,,^eni,.-ent to the use the sgstcml•
modes. Sat we may express the same: time rk:-^ponse as
N	 -Cy i t;(t)	 E IR i le	 COS <4) i t + yi)i=l
q.4--tere 14 = numl--ier cif sy-s-te-o-to modes
-Cr i ± Jo i = X i, Xi <conjugate pair of eigenvalues)
IV j
R i = IR i I e	 <residue associated with root X
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So the time re:^e-ponse is completely determined bW the
real and imaginary parts of the eigenva1 ues (a i and o i , or
by ?i and on ). And the magnitude and phase of the resi-i
dues ( I R i I and If i ) assoc i.at ed with each mode. Or not on 1 y
the modal damping and frequencies are involved in defining
the time response, but the residues as well. Furthermore,
in general these are the minimum number of variables
required - 4N.
Returning for a moment to the classic • rigid body
case, the use of only the short period damping and fre-
quency in specifying the handling qualities is Justifiable
since the residues depend on the interaction between the
poles and zeros of the transfer function, and as cited
previously, the numerator characteristics are not indepen-
dent of the denominator in a rigid aircraft transfer func-
tion. Therefore, the variation in residues was limited.
(dote also, that the rigid -body assumption implies the
residues for the infinity of elastic modes actually
present in all vehicles are small compared to those of the
rigid-body modes.
This is certainly not so with the introduction of
significant aeroelastic effects and control system dynam-
ics, for example. The modal characteristics are still i
fundamental in their affect on time response, but the
"numerator dynamics" or the interaction between the poles
4-0
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arod zeros are signif icant in terms of their ►ner-rect on the
res 1 dijes. The zero's locations in themselves are not
isisport ant , but rather how the position affects the re= i
-
di.jes.
Let's consider a simple example involving the short •
pe •iod plus a single elastic mode, for which the transfer
flinction i7eight be
2KXs+z) <-- +as+b)
<s2 +	
1
:3? gip 
0 
sp 
s + 02 
p <s2 + 2,.- to s + rj 2
1-7. -
The impulse (time) response of this vehicle may be
written as
t
pt6<t^ = IR sp le	 cos<5	 t + sp + IR le	 coS<-S 	Yt + ,sp
9-17,
	
9<0	 8 Rigid + Flex
with
	
= -,"w	 i; = Co	
-^-Taspp , SID; sp	 sp 4;
or
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Now, the affect of the flexible mode on the time response
consists of 1, hree components.
The coupling affect on the short period modal
characteristics <changing asp and to sp >
The :op jplin.9 affect on the short period residues
<changing IR sp I and y sp >
The time response of the mode i ibself <13 Flex
This ' lor-ads to a second important point. The effects
of h i gher-order modes gL§q be g gant i f i ed 1 n t erms of t hose
effects, on the dominant <usuallq ricAd t2gW modal charac-
teristics and residues, :as well as the time response of
tL-ie hjqL-,er modes t hems-e I -ties.
The above presentation was a review of known facts,
but der-monstrates concepts upon which we have developed our
analytical approach. For more realistic J!_jnamics (i.e.
higtier-order>, nljmeric^j analysis using multi-variable,
s!-	 me a linearcyst 	 techniques is appropriate. We assume
state-variable representation for the vehicle is avail-
able, and although the ati-olti-input, multi-output case
<e.q. 8 and n ) will be treated, consider for now the case
z
above, or 8/6E ' We have
X = AX + BA E
d<t) = C7x
C^,MGNNAL PAGE 1S
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Now diagonal i ing the system via the ino-Jel matrix T con-
sisting of t I)e :system e i genvea tors V i .* or
T = [v lv.^ ...	 vn 3
orte obtains
q=Aq+T- i BfE
the vehicle dynamics expressed in modal coordinates C33.
With the pitch rate expressed in terms of the sustem modes
as
atit> = LTq
inhere A = cli.agonal matr • i::< oP eigenvalues,. XI
.L = —a i + jet;
i d
Tri B = Mo,:Jal controllability matrix,
lbnl
CT =  Mo-dal ob.,5ervab i 1 i t y matrix, C t 1 "' Cn ]
And the partial fraction expansion of the system's impulse
response is simply
n Ci ^i9^s y 
= it s-ai
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obtained directly from Laplace transforming the abov*
equations. So we have the residues R i simply as 
the pro-
duct	 be.	 :jI i, available by ingl2ectioij fron, the M_qsteiTo-z sTico , al
rc- reseritation,	 The three effects of a higher-order mode
discussed previously may therefore be found numerically.
Lht na hiss is Appro ach - Overview
Althaough all the above ideas are available from
linear sustems theort;, blind use of these Ideas will lead
to iriazor-r-or-ect ansivaers to our fundamental questions cited at
the outset . The straightforward modal analysis of this
linearized math asodr-?l Of the aircraft dynamics alone
ignores the salient char-acteri-:-tics of the actual disti-ir-
bances exciting these dynamics in actual flight cr-srodi-
t ions . 	 Two such disturbances of interest here are the
pilot-'s cairstrol input and atmosphe-re turbulence. 	 Neither
of these may be treated as "white" random proc for
e-.-•'ample. The significant characteristics of these 'le--.<cit-
ing subsystems" must be taken i7-oto account. How this. is
ac comp lished will thoroughly explained in the complete
paper.
The counterpart to this "open-loop" analysis is the
pilot/vehicle anahjzis, pizerformed using an optimal-
control-theoretic aocod-1 of the pi lot'scontrol loop clo-
sures. We will show, unlike the reduced-order pilot model
OFJGINAL, PAGE IS
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of Swaim C43, flow our ful l-order pilot model - consistent
with that of Fief. C53, may be useri to obtain good correla-
tion between tracking error statistics obtained analyt i-
cally and those obtained from fixed base simulation.
TFXrough this pilot modeling appro ach we are able to infer
a // different piloting strategy rather than a different
pilot "internal model" C43 in the control of flexible air-
craft dyroan7tics, and +his supported by Froth simulation
ii
results and the open-loop aircraft analysis presented pre-
S^aITQl ►= Results
;shown in Figure I are the rms attitude tracking
errors obtained from pr-ev i ou -. fixed base s i iTiul at i on of
se'^^er^l generic flexible ',reF7ic les 163. The C_ 1n difference
beto t -_=.:ri p hi=-s►? v►:hicles is their structural stirfrro ►_ss..
quantified in t erans of the i n-vac uo vibrat ion modal fr•e-
qu ncie_•. The effects of flexibilit y in the vehicle
dynamics are clearly eaident in the increased tracking
error •$ particularly in configuration 03 .	 What is not
clear is why confi guration C4 , an equally flexible confi-
guration to C3 in terms of elastic  mod•a 1 frequencies,
resulted in significantly better tracking.
	
The modal i
analysis technique  out 1 i ned above and to be desc ribed com-
pletely  in the paper will reveal the answer to this para-
dox.	 In addition, how the full-order pilot model is
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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applied to achieve the correlat in+,i between analWt,ical and
experimental results shown in the figure will also be dis-
cussed,  These are just four of eight vehicle configura-
tions that will be presented, with analytical results com-
pared to experimental. In all eases, excellent . correla-
Lion
 
is obtained. Finally, the medal analysis method is
uxned to deg tonstrate the affects of flexibility on a
variety of lehic le responses, in addition to pitch atti-
tude, and there results will be present•--d as well.
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